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371.821–371.828 Groups of students by specific attributes
Unless other instructions are given, class a student with aspects in two or more
subdivisions of 371.821–371.828 in the number coming last, e.g., poor women
371.826942082 (not 371.822086942)
Class comprehensive works on groups of students by specific attributes in
371.82; class comprehensive works on ethnic and national groups in 371.829.
Class students of an ethnic or national group with a specific attribute, other
than students with status defined by change in residence, with the attribute in
371.821–371.828, e.g., Chinese women 371.822089951

.821

Students by gender or sex
Class here gender identity, gender role, sex role
Subdivisions are added for either or both topics in heading
For women, see 371.822; for transgender and intersex people, see
371.8267

.821 1

Men
Class here males, boys

.822

Women
Class here females, girls

.824

Adults
Add to base number 371.824 the numbers following —084 in notation
0842–0846 from Table 1, e.g., education of middle-aged adults 371.8244

.825–.826

Relatives and students by miscellaneous social attributes
Add to base number 371.82 the numbers following —08 in notation
085–086 from Table 1, e.g., education of immigrants 371.826912

.828

Occupational and religious groups
Add to base number 371.828 notation 001–999, e.g., student farmers
371.82863

.829

Ethnic and national groups
Class here ethnic and national minorities; racial groups, racism
Class students of an ethnic or national group with a specific attribute,
other than students with status defined by change in residence, with
the attribute in 371.821–371.828, e.g., education of Chinese women
371.822089951

.829 001–.829 009

Forecasting, statistics, illustrations, dictionaries, encyclopedias,
concordances, serials, museology, history and geographic
treatment
Add to base number 371.82900 the numbers following 0 in
notation 01–09 from table under —08, e.g., statistics related to
students of ethnic and national groups 371.8290021
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Dewey Decimal Classification
.829 05–.829 09

371

Specific ethnic and national groups with ethnic origins from more
than one continent, of European descent
Add to base number 371.8290 the numbers following —0 in
notation 05–09 from Table 5, e.g., education of ethnic groups
of European descent 371.82909, education of ethnic groups of
European descent in Namibia 371.8290906881

.829 1–.829 9

Specific ethnic and national groups
Add to base number 371.829 notation 1–9 from Table 5, e.g.,
education of groups of Italian descent 371.82951, education of groups
of Italian descent in United States 371.82951073
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